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THE COMPETENCE OF THEATRE AUDIENCES IN FIFTH- AND
FOURTH-CENTURY ATHENS*

Abstract: After dismissing various possible approaches to the question of audience competence in fifth- and fourth-
century Athens, this article proposes to tackle this important and notorious problem with a novel strategy that is not
'top-down' but 'bottom-up', starting with spectators rather than plays and focusing on the bottom-line of expertise
which can be taken to be shared by the majority of audience members. An umbrella-notion of'theatrical competence'
is established before two central characteristics of drama performed in Athens are exploited: the participation of spec-
tators in the citizen-chorus at the Great Dionysia, and the implications for the competence issue of frequent exposure
to an art form which is as formally conservative as preserved Attic drama. What emerges is a model of stratified
decoding by spectators (elite and non-elite) who share a considerable level of theatrical competence. In a final step,
this model is applied to a number of case studies taken from fifth-century comedy.

I. (RE)FRAMING THE PROBLEM

How competent were the audiences of classical Greek drama? Did they sense and appreciate the
quality of the plays they saw, some of which are today widely regarded as masterworks of
Western literature? Would they be able to distinguish the mediocre from the good, and the good
from the outstanding (bearing in mind that plays like Clouds or the trilogy containing Medea
were not awarded first prize)?

These questions should not be discarded lightheartedly. In the history of art there have been
numerous audiences who, for all we know, failed in part or even completely to gauge the extent
to which an artist surpassed the contemporary paradigm and excelled in the craft. Shakespeare,
Bach and Mozart immediately come to mind, and the list could be much extended. 'Some day
they will understand' is the anecdotal response attributed to the ailing Beethoven on his sick bed
when informed of the uncomprehending reception with which one of his late string quartets was
met. The Romantic notion of the unrecognized genius can even turn lack of appreciation during
the artist's lifetime into something of a prerequisite for distinction. Van Gogh is a model case
for such post-mortem iconization.

As far as fifth-century Athens is concerned,1 any enthusiastic attempt to postulate a univer-
sally sophisticated audience is quickly nipped in the bud by a single remark in Aristotle's Poetics
which makes caution the order of the day. In a passage concerned with the choice and con-
struction of the plot he maintains (1451b23-6):

coot' OTJ navxmq eivat £r|xr|xeov xcov 7iapoc8e8ouivcov uuGcov, rcepi ox>q ai xpaycoSiat eioiv,
dviExeoGai. mi yap yetanov xouxo î nxeiv, ertei KCU xa yvcopi.ua 6Aiyoi<; yvcoptud eoxtv, aM,' bucoq
e\)(ppatvei d

Hence there is no need to adhere at all costs to the traditional stories, around which tragedies are con-
structed. For to try to do this would be ridiculous, since even the well-known material is well-known
only to a few, but nevertheless delights all.

The stories of Alcmaeon, Oedipus, Orestes, Meleager, Thyestes, Telephus, on which tragedy
focuses time and again,2 are 'well-known only to a few': while in its crass form (which audi-

* 1 wish to thank Mark Griffith and the anonymous Kenneth Dover prominently placed a full-page picture of
referees for helpful criticism. a shepherd at the beginning of his Aristophanic Comedy

' Discussions are Romer (1905); Ehrenberg (1951) 'to help us imagine the people who constituted the greater
27-37; Harriott (1962); Gelzer (1970) 1531-8; Gould and part of Aristophanes' audience', he was implicitly mili-
Lewis (1988) 275-8; MacDowell (1995) 16-26; Csapo tating against any attempts at idealization,
and Slater (1995) 286-305; Seidensticker (1996) 33-5; 2 Arist. Poetics 1453al7-22 and 1454a9f.
Pelling (2000) 133-40; Wilson (2000b). When in 1972
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ences? and how would someone like Aristotle know in the first place?) this statement clearly
smacks of intellectual snobbery and aristocratic bias, discarding it in total would require a leap
of faith few would (or should) be prepared to make. Most will concur that Aristotle's perception
- telling as it is as an intellectual construct in itself- must have some basis in the reality of play-
going, at least in the fourth century. Aristotle's testimony gains credibility on the grounds that
his take on theatre audiences is, by comparison with that of Plato, remarkably less polemical and
more nuanced. While the notion of a diverse, hence partially base, audience forcing high-flying
playwrights to adapt downwards is aired,3 Aristotle will even endorse the view that a mass audi-
ence (oi noXXoi) is a better judge of musical and poetic competitions since an assessment based
on more people's judgements is more complete (navxec; 8e Jtdvxa, as Aristotle concisely puts
it).4 If anything, the remark from the Poetics should be good enough evidence to turn audience
competence into a problem. There is no basis for constructing super-competent audiences who
will collectively pick up on, for instance, a play's position within an inter-textual nexus of
dramatic and non-dramatic story-telling (the sort of situation Aristotle refers to in the passage
quoted above). And it would be rash and unsound to infer without further thought from the
unquestionable complexity of Athenian drama an audience with a collective and all-round
sophistication to match.

In addition, Aristotle's remarks are somewhat thrown into perspective by considering how
inter-textual (or rather inter-performative) and, broadly speaking, mythological competence can
be activated. Suffice it in this context to point to the one such instance which is not only the
most notorious but also closest in kind to the situation invoked by Aristotle's remark. This is the
recognition scene in Euripides' Electra (487-584).5

As has long been noted, this scene is evidently written with the recognition scene of
Aeschylus' Libation Bearers in mind, because of its explicit rejection of the tokens used in the
Aeschylean version (lock, footprints, garment) and its replacing them with Orestes' scar. If the
crucial lines in this respect {El. 518-44) are indeed written for theatrical practice and not an inter-
polation by a scribe for a reading public, this is a prime example of performative cross-refer-
encing in Greek drama (and the best-documented case in surviving tragedy). The scene's most
remarkable feature is its very existence in the context of a competitive performance. For it would
not have been written and conceived of in this way at all were it not for the presence of audience
members who would instantly make the connection with the Aeschylean play and decode the
rationalistic critique launched in the Euripidean rejoinder.

Who were these audience members? Presumably the same as those who would commission
their drinking utensils for the symposium to be adorned with scenes related to the Oresteia.
Indeed, these vase paintings, well documented in the monographs by Prag and Knoepfler,6 pro-
vide fascinating analogies for audience response in the theatre. As the Electra scene with its sub-
tle allusion to the Aeschylean play constitutes a theatrical challenge to any playgoer's individual
competence, so the vase paintings with their lack of name-tags pose iconographic puzzles to the
viewer. In the symposium context these vessels create matrices of competition among the sym-
posiasts, excluding anyone who lacks the expertise needed to decode the iconography. Given
that the prime occasion for viewing these vessels, the aristocratic symposium, is a celebration of
a socially cohesive group of aristocrats (re)affirming their bonds, it is intrinsically likely that
most of these symposiasts were indeed capable of decoding the iconographic puzzles before

3 Arist. Politics 1341bl5-18 and 1342a 18-22, cf. 5 The most recent discussions are Seidensticker
Poetics 1453a33-5. (1996) 24-6; Davies (1998); and Gallagher (2003), which

4 Arist. Politics 1281b7-10, see also 1286a30f. contain ample references to earlier literature.
6 Prag (1985); Knoepfler (1993).
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them. In other words, these vases would not exist if the predominant response to the iconogra-
phies in their primary context of use were (socially exclusive) ignorance and puzzlement rather
than (socially inclusive) recognition.7

Such a 'top-down' approach, as I would like to call it, to the competence issue has its mer-
its. But the limitations of focusing on high-level competence are equally obvious. Just how far
down the social ladder can this sort of inter-textual (or inter-performative) and mythological
competence - acquired by a mixture of education, playgoing, symposiastic activity and, pre-
sumably, reading - be taken for granted in a case such as the Euripidean recognition scene,
notably on the assumption that the Athenian audience is broadly stratified in social terms (a view
which will be endorsed in the course of this paper)? And even if, for the sake of argument, the
view is adopted that the Athenian audience of the Electra was socially homogeneous and pri-
marily upper-class, would all of the spectators, or even the majority of them, engage with the
scene at such a high level? Most of all, does the scene need and pre-suppose this level of shared
audience competence at all in order to 'work' and be theatrically effective? Does failure to make
the connection with the Aeschylean play actually result in an exclusion similar to that of a viewer
who lacks the knowledge needed to solve the iconographic puzzle posed by an Oresteia-related
vase painting? It would seem that the analogy between theatre and vase paintings which I have
just developed breaks down at precisely this point: the Electra remains intelligible, and contin-
ues to appeal, without knowledge of the Aeschylean model, whereas knowledge of the narrative
underlying specific iconographies is crucial in order to make sense of them in the first place. If
theatrical communication is by its very nature more inclusive and has lower barriers of entry, is
it then the case that Euripides, when embarking on this intriguing inter-theatrical discourse with
his illustrious predecessor, deliberately generates challenging layers of meaning? And do these
layers correspond to various strata of connoisseurship, creating a theatre of what may be brand-
ed 'layered inclusion' which manages not to alienate any viewer but thrives even if, to redeploy
Aristotle's terminology, the story is 'well-known only to a few', because it 'nevertheless delights
all'?

As has become obvious from the Aristotle passage and the recognition scene of the
Euripidean Electra, audience competence is a problem of some complexity. One might hope to
gain further insights from the rival genre of comedy with its overtness in things (meta)theatrical.
What instantly comes to mind in this context are the regular cases of comic playwrights attribut-
ing sophistication and discerning taste to their audience. But such utterances are problematic in
their own right. In this rhetoric the audience, or more narrowly the judges, are of course refined
(aocpoi) enough that they will arrive at the correct verdict even though a play was allotted the
first performance slot in the competition (Assembly Women 1155-62). Cleon will surely be rec-
ognized by the spectators, for they are smart (Knights 233: TO yap Oeaxpov Se^vov). Not paying
attention to what the chorus has to say is characteristic of a stupid audience, but not the present
one (Wasps 1013-4: TOUTO yap amuov Geaicov / eaxi naaxew, KOV npbq •bucbv). The idealiza-
tion might go as far as reducing the audience to one gathering of old and wise men (Plato fr. 96,
from Xantai or Kerkopes):

%oup£ jrataxioYOvrnv dv8pwv Geocxcov t,vXKoyz 7iavToao(p(bv

Be greeted, assembly of men born long ago, most sophisticated spectators.

7 These issues are explored further by Revermann (2005) 9-12, not, however, with reference to Attic vase paint-
ings but to the magnificent South Italian 'Cleveland Medea' crater (dated to c. 400).
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Extending the gist of this kind of rhetoric addressed to audiences of comedy to playgoers-at-large
might seem legitimate on the reasonable (though in the last resort unprovable) assumption that
audiences at competitions for tragedy, satyr-play and dithyramb did not differ significantly from
those of comedy.8

When assessing utterances of this kind, not only must it be borne in mind that they are driv-
en by communicative agendas which are more than transparent: this is, after all, a competition,
and flattery, one would think, always comes in handy. Equally important, though surprising and
perhaps even confusing, is the fact that on a number of occasions a comic playwright tells his
audience that they (as a collective) are, or were, not competent. Aristophanes' disillusioned com-
ments in the revised parabasis of Clouds on the spectators whom he blames for the play's fail-
ure to be awarded first prize in 423 quickly come to mind (the statement is without doubt
employed to instil in the prospective audience a sense of obligation to get it right the second time
round). Other instances are perhaps even more telling. When Cratinus, in a parabatic remark of
an unknown play, accuses his audience of untimely laughter, he seems to highlight a major faux
pas of any playgoer: a reaction which is desired by the playwright and sanctioned by theatrical
convention (in this case laughter), but which comes at the wrong cue, the ultimate give-away of
the eager yet dull spectator. This remark, however, is embedded in conciliatory rhetoric which
distinguishes between the actual performance and the process of adjudication in its aftermath,
hence giving the insult to the audience a strong ironic tinge (Cratinus fr. 360, unknown play):

Xocip' d) uey' axpeioye^coi; ouiXe, xcuq EJUPSCXK;
ir\q x\\iexipaq oocpiaq Kprrn<; expiate ftdvTcov.
ev)8av(xov' exiKte oe urirnp iKpicov \\f6yr\oic,.

Be greeted, crowd, laughing loudly at the wrong time but in the aftermath our craft's best judge of all.
Your mother, the noise of the benches, bore you as a happy child.

At the other end of the scale, hyper-sophistication can be a problem (Cratinus fr. 342, play
unknown):

iiq 8e cru; KO|JA|/6<; ziq eporro Seorrriq
q, YVCOUI8ICOKTT|C;, eupuuScxpioiocpavî cov.

'Who are you?', some smartass-spectator might ask, over-subtle when it comes to speech, eager to
pick up little statements, a Euripidaristophanizer.9

Audience vilification - this strong word is apposite - is a phenomenon which would not neces-
sarily be expected in a competitive environment: how can playwrights afford to take such a lib-
erty as to blame or even insult the audience without risking unfavourable reactions which are
bound to have some impact on their success? The iambographic roots of the genre must be per-
tinent here.10 Most of all, however, redirecting comedy's penchant for personal invective (ovo-
uaati Ka>nq)8eiv) towards its viewers is, ultimately, deployed by playwrights as something they
hope to gain from, some sort of an asset: it is meant to be funny, some source of amusement for
the audience thus insulted. At any rate, it is evident that comic passages attributing or denying
expertise to the audience are delicate evidence, to say the least, to bring to bear on the compe-

8 Part of the problem is uncertainty as to the exact That, as is often argued, Aristophanes himself should be
sequence of plays at the Athenian festivals; see Csapo called an 'Euripidaristophanizer' does not quite make
and Slater (1995) 107 and 123-4. sense, and is not necessarily implied by the scholiast

9 I follow Ruffell (2002) 160 in not assuming a full quoting the passage.
stop after Oecraic. (also preferred by Storey and Allan 10 Rosen (1988); Bowie (2002).
(2005) 141), contra Kassel-Austin, Kock and Meineke.
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tence question. They shed some light on manipulative strategies which underlie the rapport that
playwrights try to establish with their audience. But perhaps the most interesting aspect sur-
rounding the rhetoric of audience praise and vilification is its very existence: audience compe-
tence is a matter of concern to playwrights, a part of the theatrical experience which is subject
to reflection, exploration and challenge.

A more promising approach to competence, and one that will lead me to the novel strategy
adopted in this article, is via paratragedy. This is a theatrically rich and complex phenomenon
which operates not just on the plain linguistic level of the spoken word, but also involves para-
linguistic and visual signs (rhythm, gesture, costume, as well as, it would seem, pitch and inton-
ation). In addition, instances of paratragedy may involve music, which introduces new layers on
top of an already complex set of parameters: melody, rhythm (again), colour of tone, pitch
(again, including falsetto), phrasing, volume, even another agent and generator of signs, the
aw/os-player (who on occasion may have been integrated into the action11). Moreover, para-
tragedy is often a somewhat organic and evolving theatrical process, the prime objective of
which is to create an 'atmosphere', 'environment' or 'mood' reminiscent of tragedy, and which
rests on levels of familiarity with tragic plots, plot-patterns or even little plot-pieces.12 Appeal
to these patterns can be fairly straightforward or more complex. Suffice it to point to Dicaeopolis'
'chopping-block speech' in Acharnians, where a single prop and the action associated with it
materialize, displace, focalize, distort, signal, evoke and condense a tragic mini-pattern.

Appreciating this performative complexity of paratragedy is crucial for addressing the prob-
lem of audience competence. Paratragedy is of course an important, albeit not the sole, indica-
tor of competence. But decoding paratragedy is at least as multi-layered as the processes creat-
ing it. Paratragedy implies, in other words, different levels of understanding, and the notion of
stratification is bound to be a vital part of any viable solution to the competence issue. In per-
formance the presence of paratragedy is usually not at all difficult to spot, while at the same time
it normally invites, even demands, the audience to respond at various levels of sophistication.
This, it may be argued, is in fact a prime function of paratragedy: to unite the audience in their
general ability to spot a paratragic 'environment', 'atmosphere' or 'mood', and simultaneously
to differentiate between members of the audience according to their levels of appreciation.
Paratragedy, then, performs the double act of being appealing to all - a sine qua non for success
at the competitive dramatic festivals - while inviting layered responses and creating strata of
connoisseurship. The ideology and communicative strategies underlying the use of paratragedy
are not dissimilar to what a friend described to me as the impact of seeing Tom Stoppard's
Arcadia: 'Everyone walks out of the theatre and feels smart.' Note that in the intriguing passage
of Aristotle quoted above similar dynamics of integration in conjunction with differentiation are
envisaged: 'but it nevertheless delights all' (dAA,' ouco<; erxppawev navxaq).

Paratragedy is important to my project not just because it is a vital aspect of the competence
problem, but because it illustrates the kind of strategy with which it has to be (re)approached. To
put the matter bluntly, the competence issue must be framed not (inter)textually but theatrically,
with philological rigour but also with due regard for the theatrical event as a whole and the ways
in which audiences construe meaning in theatrical communication. I will therefore address the
problem by starting not with the plays but with the people who watched them, not from the angle
of production but of cultural consumption, and with a primary interest not in the high but in the
low end of expertise. The novelty, then, of the method adopted in this article is that, instead of
going 'top-down', I will pursue a 'bottom-up' strategy which is centred around the consumer of

1 ' Taplin (1993) 70-5 and appendix II; Wilson (2002) 12 Points well made by Silk (1993) and (2000) 351-6,
60-1. which usefully complement the classic, if conceptually

narrow, discussion of paratragedy by Rau (1967). See
also Revermann (2006) 155-6 and 232-5.
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the cultural commodity 'theatre' and the complex bundle of skill-sets activitated during the
process of playgoing. Is it possible to identify some bottom line of expertise? Can we qualify,
and perhaps even attempt to quantify, a common denominator, a certain standard of competence
which was shared not by a few but by the great majority of the viewers and evaluators of classi-
cal drama? And once the bottom line of competence is established, which patterns of stratifica-
tion might be discernible?

My problem-solving strategy involves three steps. To begin with, the very concept of 'com-
petence' needs to be addressed, in particular whether using it in the plural and distinguishing
among various types of competence might open up promising paths of exploration. 'Theatrical
competence' as an umbrella-notion for a multitude of sub-competences will emerge as my key
concept when trying to define a bottom line of expertise. In a second step, I wish to bring to bear
on the question of competence two important characteristics that are peculiar to Athenian drama
of the fifth and fourth centuries and which set it apart from all Western and non-Western the-
atrical traditions of similar calibre. First, the fact that at the grandest and most important com-
petitive dramatic festival, the Great Dionysia, all choruses (for drama and dithyramb) had to be
composed of Athenian citizens. Is there any chance of quantifying this participation of the citi-
zen body with some degree of plausibility? And what effects does this sort of inter-penetration
of audience and actors have on spectatorship? I then intend to capitalize on the fact that the plays
were performed in an annual competitive festive context which invited frequent exposure to a
type of drama that shows a remarkable formal conservatism. What are the implications of reg-
ular exposure to an intrinsically conservative art form for audience competence? In the final
part, the argument will be fleshed out by being applied to the plays themselves. The focus will
be on select instances of complex theatricality: paratragedy in Thesmophoriazusae, the existence
of parabatic inter-textuality in comedy and a notorious passage in Frogs. What will be argued
for in these case studies is a model of stratified competence and decoding which allows for a
whole spectrum of responses to the complex pieces that were put before diverse audiences com-
posed of elite and non-elite members. In the contexts of competitive performance the plays are
designed, and have to be designed, to appeal to all segments of those broadly stratified audiences
by whom they were evaluated.

Restrictions of scope are mandatory with a topic as large and complex as the present one.
First, my focus throughout will be on the audiences of fifth- and fourth-century Athens and
Attica, on two grounds. In Athens, for one thing, we find as well developed a song-culture as
anywhere, in which individuals are constantly exposed to and participate in choruses and sung
rituals of various descriptions.13 Yet Athens appears to be a somewhat special case in ways cru-
cial to the topic of this article. Kowalzig stresses the exceptional nature of the Athenian choral
world, which lacked, as far we know, institutionalized women's dancing and where there were
'few khoroi other than those for Dionysos'. She goes so far as to attribute to drama a 'choral
monopoly', and while this may be overstated, noting the central role of dramatic chorality in
Athenian song-culture is a valid point.14

Secondly, of all spectators who have been exposed to classical drama up to the present day,
those in Athens are surely the most important ones. Increasingly living up to rhetoric describing
her as the cultural capital of Greece, Athens, her judges and the verdict of her audiences were
formative. Most, probably all, of the fully preserved tragedies and comedies were being per-
formed in Athens at some point in their stage lives, usually at the beginning. This pre-eminence
is reflected in the comparative wealth of information we have about the dramatic competitions
in Athens and Attica as opposed to the (very) little that is known of dramatic festivals elsewhere.

13 On Athens (and other cities) as a song-culture, see 14 Kowalzig (2004) 48 and 60.
West (1992) ch.l, esp. 16-17; Wilson (2000a) passim;
Herington (1985) passim.
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The Athenocentric picture which thus emerges is without doubt skewed and misleading although
it correctly mirrors the place of Athens as the centre of gravity for drama (among other things).
But the ever-increasing dissemination of drama during the fifth and fourth centuries - as demon-
strated by the spread of theatre-related iconography, dramatic texts, theatre buildings, dramatic
festivals and the choregic system - strongly suggests that similar kinds and degrees of compe-
tence can safely be assumed for much of the Greek cultural continuum.15

Thirdly, as has been apparent already and will be even more so in the final section (IV), when
exploring how in theatrical practice playwrights appeal to various kinds and layers of audience
competence this article will concentrate on comedy, on the grounds that this genre, given its per-
sistent metatheatrical bias and cross-generic outreach, throws the phenomena at stake into
sharpest relief. Everything that will be subsumed under the umbrella-notion of 'theatrical com-
petence' - notably a sense of genre and genre-specific theatricality as well as the ability to spot
inter-textual points of reference (dramatic and non-dramatic) - can be demonstrated most clear-
ly for comedy while constantly being activated in similar ways by the viewer of tragedy and
satyr-play. The insights gained from examining comedy are therefore applicable to the whole of
preserved Greek drama, (again) bearing in mind the plausible assumption that audiences of com-
edy and tragedy did not differ substantially.

II. COMPETENCE AND THE POWER OF DEFINITION

If the theatrical event can be described as a complex exchange of signs between actors and audi-
ence, competence in theatrical communication is the ability to decode and encode those signs.16

This very broad semiotic definition considers actors and audience as both generators and recip-
ients of signs. Within this scheme of things, acting itself or picking up non-verbal responses
from the audience are competences as much as the spectators' ability to engage with the per-
formance, or their familiarity with sanctioned patterns of behaviour (when to applaud and when
not during a performance of classical Western music, for instance).

Competence, then, is a skill-set which is both innate and, to a significant extent, acquired on
the basis of an individual's cognitive and emotional pre-disposition as well as socialization.
These skill-sets are culturally conditioned, actualized on demand and evolve according to expe-
rience, memory and practice. Competences may be dormant or peter out owing to prolonged
non-activation. It is vital to give due credit to the sociological and habitual dimension of com-
petence-acquisition when assessing the leverages that make for divergent levels of expertise:
sheer quantity of exposure and the continued need to activate skill-sets may, for instance, be far
more instrumental to developing and sustaining competence than an individual's cognitive and
intellectual predisposition.

A second general observation to make is that the area for differentiation between greater and
lesser competence may be comparatively small. Theatre is an excellent example: virtually
everyone is capable of decoding theatrical communication of any kind - at least to some extent
- simply by being human, principally because of the paramount importance of the visual and the
absence of a literacy-based barrier to access. A performance of The Cherry Orchard in Russian
will not be entirely lost even on a spectator who is ignorant of both Russian and the Chekhov
script. Most Westerners will leave a performance of Japanese kabuki or Beijing opera with
bewilderment but also a sense of having understood something about the basics of the plots or
certain characters in it (even if spectators may be totally at sea as to whether what they think they

15 On the dissemination of drama beyond Athens and 16 de Marinis (1993) 171-7; Elam (2002) 88-9 and
Attica, see Easterling (1994); Csapo and Slater (1995) 1- 124-5. On the related concept of literary competence, see
17; Dearden (1999); Taplin (1999) 34-43; Revermann Culler (1975) 113-30.
(1999/2000); Wilson (2000a) 265-302; Csapo (2004b).
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understood is remotely similar to what an experienced 'native viewer' grasps). All of this is a
far cry from, say, the ability to read a Chinese novel. Making sense of theatre is, at least on a
basic level, an easy competence to acquire in comparison with other cultural skills, especially
those commonly associated with 'literary' or 'high culture' in the broadest sense. One sociolog-
ical consequence of this is readily apparent: the smaller the bandwidth for differentiation of pro-
ficiency, the more contested this differentiation becomes. I will return to this point shortly.

What makes theatrical communication so fascinating is its sheer complexity. Hence I use
'theatrical competence' as a correspondingly loose umbrella-notion which encompasses a multi-
tude of (sub) skill-sets, be they of a linguistic, visual, behavioural, inter-textual (or rather inter-
theatrical), cognitive or broadly cultural nature. While all of these sub-competences are com-
monly invoked simultaneously during a performance, some may become dominant at any time
(corresponding to certain types of codes becoming temporarily or permanently dominant in the
actual performance). For instance, during those moments immediately after a modern Western
play has ended, behavioural competence about how to applaud (seated, with the possibility of a
standing ovation as the highest mark of respect) suddenly becomes dominant. Spotting 'the end'
itself is a spectator's task (facilitated or not by the use of a curtain), as may be identifying those
moments in the ongoing performance where applause or vocal intervention (calls of'bravo') are
socially sanctioned. Moreover, the importance of individual (sub)competences may vary signif-
icantly from one theatrical culture to another. Japanese kabuki makes heavy demands on an
audience's ability to decode colour symbolism, whereas two areas with which Greek theatre pre-
supposes a high degree of familiarity are chorality and music (both for good reasons, as will soon
become clearer).

My emphasis on the complexity of theatrical communication may strike the attentive reader
as being at odds with my earlier claim about the comparative accessibility of theatre. In fact, the
two claims are at odds with each other. They constitute the key paradox of theatrical communi-
cation: the fact that theatre is both complex and accessible, difficult and easy at the same time.
Any attempt to tackle the competence problem has to take this paradox into account. It must do
so by working with the notion of stratification and by trying to specify the lines along which
stratifications of expertise manifest themselves.

So far my discussion of competence as a methodological concept has been predominantly for-
mal and semiotic. In the practice of theatrical or theatre-related discourse things become
messier, and more interesting. Here the definition of who is a competent playgoer and who is
not is a means of articulating social differentiation and cultural (or, more narrowly, artistic) self-
definition. The rhetoric of the anti-theatrical tradition across the ages - more precisely those
voices which concede at least some value to theatre, even if by way of purging or straightfor-
ward censorship - would be pertinent here (and vastly beyond the scope of this article).17 But
Aristotle, who can definitely not be regarded as anti-theatrical, is an even more fascinating case
in point. For Aristotle the scientist and moral philosopher, 'viewing' - both in the sense of per-
ception (ai'a0r|oi<;) and intellectual inquiry (Gecop(a) - is something profoundly positive on the
grounds that it is the prerequisite for knowledge-acquisition, even happiness (et)5ouuov(a). For
Aristotle the analyst of theatre, however, 'viewing' famously becomes a mixed blessing at best.
Aristotle's position on 'viewing' (6\|/i<; this time) in the Poetics is neither entirely clear nor con-
sistent.18 But whichever way the evidence is approached there can be no doubt that for Aristotle
the visual dimension is not at the centre of tragedy's power, appeal and greatness. I believe that
scholars have not been sufficiently startled by the apparent shifts of ideology here, and submit
that these shifts are at least in part motivated by (not necessarily conscious) strategies of social

17Barish( 1981) continues to be the standard survey. 18 Taplin (1977) 477-9; Halliwell (1998) 337-43;
Solomon (2002) explores the connection between anti- Scott (1999).
theatrical rhetoric and homophobe self-definition.
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and intellectual differentiation. Denigrating 'viewing' (6\|/i<;) as the allegedly easy access to the-
atre in order to highlight other, conceivably more sophisticated skill-sets (some of which may
involve literacy or at least be significantly enhanced by continued education and exposure to
high culture) serves as a vehicle for making the medium of mass entertainment in Greek culture
amenable to layers of connoisseurship which reiterate social and educational differences of soci-
ety-at-large. In other words, once the mass-commodity 'theatre' is dissected to allow for differ-
ent levels of cultural consumption, it becomes a subject worthy of being appreciated by 'the few',
to deploy Aristotle's terminology. In this model the visual dimension must become the most dis-
pensable because it is shared by most and, on a superficial level, allows for least differentiation.
What is remarkable, in other words, are the cultural politics which underlie Aristotle's low esteem
of 'viewing'. Its denigration is part of an attempt to redefine a cultural commodity so that it
becomes, or rather remains, suitable for aristocratic perusal at a time when its very exclusivity is
increasingly challenged by mass consumption in large venues featuring highly mobile theatre
practitioners who perform in front of big and diverse audiences (see also p. 114 below).

III. DRAWING THE BOTTOM LINE

With the umbrella-notion of'theatrical competence' thus established, the problem of drawing the
bottom line can be addressed. I wish to deploy two strategies. One is to try to measure, in quan-
titative and qualitative terms, the degree of active participation with which non-actors were
involved as choreutai in the theatrical events of fifth- and fourth-century Athens. The other con-
sists in assessing the effects on spectators of continuous exposure to an art form as conservative
(in formal terms) as Athenian drama, in a cultural environment which called for, and trained,
skill-sets not dissimilar to those needed for theatrical competence in the contexts of ritual, the
symposium and military training.

It would seem almost a breach of protocol not to start tackling the issue by pointing to the
Greek 'choral culture' which in the Archaic and Classical periods manifestly pervades both edu-
cation and ritual (the formulaic phrase iepa Kai xopo{ is telling enough). Plato's insistence on
the importance of chorality, which culminates in his calling that person uneducated (drcouSeu-
Toq) who has not been trained in a chorus (axopemoc;), is de rigueur in this context.19 Things
become more engaging once the focus is on Athens in general and its choruses in particular. By
comparison, Athenian chorality emerges as interestingly peculiar, with drama and dithyramb
being the dominant (and some even argue exclusive) fields for choral activity. Simplifying mat-
ters for the time being, choruses in Athens are masculine in composition (with an age-stratifica-
tion that includes adolescents), Dionysiac in ritual orientation and democratic in ideology of
recruitment.20

It is especially the last of these features which provides some leverage for the competence
issue. At the Great Dionysia, only citizens were eligible to perform as choreutai, whether in
dithyrambs (where recruitment was by membership in a tribe) or in drama (where recruitment
was not tribal). Infringements are documented, together with mechanisms for dealing with them.
These are informed both by the notion of competitive fairness and the ideology of 'civic purity'
(to use Wilson's term).21 Regulating access and eligibility are acts of power, and it is evident
how the ideology of the citizen body inscribes itself into chorality. This social practice is tradi-
tional and revolutionary at the same time, an act of both continuity and innovation: as with Greek
choruses of the Archaic period, it is those in power who dance in a chorus - only that the pool
of eligibility in the fifth century shifted significantly, now including 'the many' (oi noXkoi)
instead of being narrowed down to 'the few' (oi o^iyoi). Democratization of chorality in prin-

19 Plato, Laws 654a9-b 1. 2i Wilson (2000a) 80-1.
20 Kowalzig (2004) 39-44 and 60-5.
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ciple, however, need not mean broad social stratification of choreutai in practice. Who, then,
danced in the Theatre of Dionysus?

There is a quantitative answer to this question. In Athens the annual demand for male
choreutai was high, by any standard:

DITHYRAMB

20 choruses (10 of adults, 10 of boys) of 50 choreutai each
= 1000
TRAGEDY AND SATYR-PLAY22

3 choruses of 12 or (since Sophocles) 15 choreutai
= 36 or 45
COMEDY

5 (3 during the Peloponnesian War?23) choruses of 24 choreutai
= 120 (72?)

Total: a minimum of 1,117 and a maximum of 1,165 (of adult male citizens: 617 or 665)

Impressive as these figures are by themselves, they only come to life when contextualized with-
in the thorny field of Athenian demographics. Experts here essentially argue whether the maxi-
mum number of male adult Athenian citizens in the fourth century, for which documentation is
best, was in the region of 20,000+ or 30,000+.24 If the higher of these estimates is adopted, and
on the assumption of, say, 35,000 adult males eligible for the c. 600 slots for dramatic choruses
and adult dithyrambic choruses, this yields slightly less than 2% of the male adult population as
the lowest level of practical involvement in the contests each year. For the period of the
Peloponnesian War, and that is for the period in which more than half of our 44 preserved clas-
sical dramas were performed, the number of eligible males will have been significantly lower
owing to casualties and war-related absences. In a year like 411, the date of Lysistrata and
Thesmophoriazusae - that is, in the middle of the war, after the Plague and the Sicilian
Expedition - the figures may have been as low as 25,000 or, on the lower general estimate, even
15,000. In the latter case, this would mean that at the Great Dionysia 4% of the adult male cit-
izen population were performing in the orchestra at some point of the festival. Each and every
year then, even in war years, the Athenian polis does, and apparently can, rely on recruiting
between 2% and 4% of its male adult citizen population for performances of drama or dithy-
ramb at the Great Dionysia, and it polices infringements of the citizenship prerequisite. It is
against the backdrop of such a choral culture that Plutarch's anecdote about Athenian prisoners
of war singing Euripidean songs and 'reciting (eK8i5d^avxe<;) whatever they could remember of
his poetry' makes perfect sense (as does the fact that their captors were so impressed that they
released the prisoners: Euripides is, after all, a shared cultural commodity).25

22 I assume that the same choreutai perform through- absolutely minimalist scenario (which is that all tragic
out a whole tetralogy. This view commends itself on the choreutai (15 in each chorus) also perform in (only) three
practical grounds of recruitment, training and fairness of comic choruses made up of 24 choreutai each) 45 + (3x9)
resource-allocation (which we know from the assignment = 72 men are needed for all dramatic choruses,
of actors to choregoi to have been a prime concern in the 23 On the controversy over the number of comedies
competitive festival-environment). Green (1994) 10 n.23, during the Peloponnesian War, see Luppe (1972) and
however, believes that there was no such continuity, in (2000) as well as Storey (2002).
particular for satyr-plays where, he argues, the choreutai 24 See Hansen (1986) and Scheidel in Garnsey (1998)
'needed to be fresh and vigorous'. If this were true, the 197-8, who provides a synopsis of the scholarly litera-
annual demand for trained choreutai would be even higher, ture. Also note Scheidel (forthcoming).
Another assumption of mine is that Aristotle's remark 25 Plut. Nicias 29.3. On Euripides as a cultural icon
(Politics 1276b 1-9) that tragic and comic choruses could from the late fifth century onwards, see Revermann
be composed of the same men is, if anything, the excep- (1999/2000) and Roselli (2005).
tion and not the rule. Theoretically speaking, in the
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These figures are conservative ones, for age is likely to have been a major recruitment crite-
rion, thus further narrowing the pool of eligible males. While Winkler's thesis that being a
choreutes was part of the Athenian ephebic service is generally rejected,26 it is highly plausible
that the sheer physicality of the task would, as a rule of thumb, call for dancers who were com-
paratively young, especially in dramatic choruses. According to Plato, a dancer in a chorus of
Dionysus is ideally under thirty (Laws 665b3-6). Demosthenes (Against Meidias 60) mentions
that the old man (yepcov) Aristides of the Oineis tribe, once the proud leader (fiyeucov) of a trib-
al (i.e. dithyrambic) chorus, is now 'perhaps less of a dancer' (i'cax; f|rccov xopemrn;).27 The rep-
resentation of choreutai as young and beardless on the Pronomos vase that gave rise to Winkler's
thesis would, then, be idealizing in depicting the dancers as adolescents. But it may well be
indicative of a bias towards recruiting choreutai while they were still in their physical prime.

Part of the mechanism which helped ensure that choral supply could meet demand is evident
from the system itself: it is surely no mistake to regard the ten dithyrambic boy-choruses as some
sort of boot-camp. A set-up which insisted on each tribe recruiting from the demographically
small stratum of male adolescents the same number of choreutai that was needed to staff the
adult dithyrambic choruses has the notion of intelligent human-resource management and devel-
opment written all over it. Dramatic choruses were no doubt different. While the absence of
tribal recruitment implies that the citizen body was less blatantly inscribed into the texture of dra-
matic chorality, the more flexible recruitment criteria gave due credit to the higher demands
made in drama on choreutai (movement and gesture, costume, singing while wearing a mask,
ensemble-playing, highly varied music and choreography). Because of its smaller size and high-
er complexity, amateurism is more readily apparent in drama than dithyramb.28

So much for numbers. But is there also a qualitative, or rather sociological, answer to the
question of 'Who danced in the Theatre of Dionysus?' Egalitarian and democratic as the ideol-
ogy of the citizen-chorus may be, this need not, of course, translate materially into broad social
stratification at all. The problem is not made any easier by the fact that, as so often when it
comes to matters sociological, the interest of our elite literary sources in things to do with class
is either non-existent or blatantly polemical.

A recent (and excellent) discussion of the sociology of dramatic and dithyrambic choreutai
utilizes both literary sources and features of the choregic system as a social practice to arrive at
a solution.29 Wilson develops two scenarios in his important monograph, in the sections on
recruitment and choregic patronage respectively.30 When framing the issue from the recruitment
angle, the choreutai for drama and dithyramb are members of the wealthy elite (75):
'... khoreutai were in general drawn from a not dissimilar social and economic background as
khoregoV. Two arguments are brought to bear here: the highly personal nature of the recruitment
process which required a good network, and the role which the boys' dithyramb played in the
education of those whose families traditionally valued choral dancing and who could afford sus-
tained periods of their boys' absence. A different picture, however, emerges once the issue is
seen from the perspective of choregic patronage. Now the fact that choreutai receive pay
becomes relevant, making dramatic and dithyrambic chorality in Athens a system of exchange
and patronage (128): 'a substantial percentage of the citizen body was thus effectively under the

26 Winkler (1990) with the discussion in Wilson 29 On the social background of poets and performers,
(2000a) 77-9. see also Griffith (1995) 68 n.21 and 73 n.48, as well as

27 On this passage, see also MacDowell (1990) 281. Wilson (2002) 49 and 52-4.
28 Amateurism is attested: without specifying the 30 Wilson (2000a) 75-80 and 123-30 respectively,

kind of chorus, Menanderyr. 130 (from Epikleros) men- Also note Pritchard (2000) and (2004), who argues for an
tions as regular practice that two or three choreutai sim- elite background of the boys and men participating in
ply fill the ranks but do not sing, standing furthest away dithyrambic choruses.
from the audience; see Gould and Lewis (1988) 241-2.
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pay of private individuals [Wilson's italics] in this way for several months every year', which
leads to the 'minimal conclusion ... that khoreutai were in general likely to be of lower economic
standing than their khoregoV.

Our source for this, the 'Old Oligarch? (1.13), though heavily biased and blatantly polemical,
is too weighty to be dismissed,31 and too interesting not to be quoted (yet again) in full (the text
is that of Marchant's OCT edition):

Toix; 8e yuuva^ouivotx; ocuxoGi KOU xr|v uouaiicriv enixriSeiiovxai; KaxakiXvKzy 6 8fi(j.oq, voui^cov
xomo ox> Kakbv eivou, yvoui; oxi ov 8i)vaxoc; xauxd eoxiv fbtrrnSeitew. ev xatq %of>T)yicac, ax> Kai
yuuvaoiapxiaii; Kal xpinpapxiaiq yiyvraaKOuaiv oxi yopnvofiai uev oi KXOVGWU yopnyeixai 5e 6
Sfjuoc;, Kai yunvaoiapxouoiv oi n^oiicjioi Kai xpinpapy/niaiv, 6 8e 8fiuo<; xpvnpapxeixai Kai yuu-
vaoiap%eixai. aLxdi yofiv apyupiov ^a|ipdvsiv 6 Sfjuoc Kai aScov Kai xpeycov Kai 6pyo{)|U£vo<; Kai
nXiwv EV xaic va\)aiv, iva amoq xe e.%r\ Kai oi rctayuaioi rceveoxepoi yiyvcovxai. ev xe xoiq
SiKaaxnpioic; ov xou Stratou amdiq \iaXXov \ielei f\ xo\> amolq

Those who pursue physical exercise and culture have been disbanded by the demos which believes that
these activities are undesirable, being fully aware that it is not capable of pursuing them. As far as the
funding of choruses, the sponsoring of athletic competitions and the provision of triremes are con-
cerned, they realize that the rich provide the funding of choruses while the demos is at the receiving
end, and that the rich sponsor the contests and provide the triremes while the demos serves in triremes
and is sponsored at contests. For the demos is keen on receiving money for singing, running, dancing
and sailing in the fleet, so that the demos has money while the rich become poorer. And in courts they
are not concerned with what is just rather than with their own advantage.

Fairness of discussion is evidently not the order of the day here, and the polar opposition
between the wealthy and the demos is correspondingly crude and undifferentiated. But that
choreutai in drama and/or dithyramb could come from the lowest class of citizens (thetes) is pre-
supposed for the polemics of the passage to make sense in the first place.32

As always when two seemingly opposite views can each be proposed with some degree of
plausibility, it is worth entertaining the thought that both may, in a sense, be true. The statistics
alone, as set out above, make a purely aristocratic recruitment system unlikely to begin with
(even if, as Pritchard insists, there is in principle enough manpower among the wealthy elite to
staff the dithyrambic choruses with exclusively upper-class choreutai).n And with drama
becoming bigger and bigger business in the course of the fifth century and beyond, a concomi-
tantly larger appeal should result in a broader recruitment basis than existed at the beginning of
the fifth century.

In addition, I wonder whether hints can be derived from an important choral passage at the
beginning of the parabatic anapaests of Aristophanes' Knights (507-11):

31 Its authority is, however, called into question by gar one, which explicitly includes the lowest class of cit-
Pritchard (2004) 215, who instead concludes on the basis izens ((popxiKOi; EK PavocwHov Kai Gircuv Kai aA,X.a>v
of Antiphon 6.13 that the choregos provided not pay TOIOVITGW o\)YKeinevo<;). Dem. 18.265 in several MSS
(uia06<;) but (lavish) maintenance (xpoipri): ' ... the cho- contains a phrase which implies that participating in a
rus sponsor, instead of wages, provided for the daily chorus was a lower-class affair (as opposed to being a
needs oi khoreutai by organizing the necessary purchas- choregos): ixbpzvzc,- eyw 8 ' exopriyow. Editors tend to
es himself and paying for them out of his own pocket '(on view it as an interpolation (Wankel (1976) 1162; Yunis
the Antiphon passage, see also Wilson (2000a) 82 and (2001) 258; but see Wilson (2000a) 352 n.65). Yet even
124). as an interpolation it is interesting, if much less valuable,

32 Also note that in Politics 8.1342al8-22 Aristotle evidence,
distinguishes between two types of spectators, the edu- 33 Pritchard (2004).
cated one (eA.e\>6epo<; Kai ne;iai5et>nevo<;) and the vul-
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£i uev xiq ocvfip xcov dp%aicov
fivdyKa^ev ^.e^ovxai; e;ir| npbt; TO Geaxpov 7iapapfjvca,
o\)K av (pavhwc, ext^ev xouxou. VUV 8' a^ioq eoG' 6 7iovnxr|<;,
oxi xoi>q amobq fuxiv uioei, xo^uai xe Xiyevv xd 8{i<:aux,
Kal yevvauix; npbc, xov Tucpco x®pei *a! ^ v epuo^r|v.

If one of the old playwrights had forced us to step forward and speak to the theatre, he would not have
achieved this easily. Now, however, the poet is worthy, for he hates the same people we do, dares speak
what is just, and nobly advances against the typhoon and the whirlwind.

The point cannot be pressed, but on the assumption that the choral persona of knights is still lin-
gering here, the passage suggests that in 424 being an Athenian knight and performing in a comic
chorus do 'not easily' (ou (pauXox;) go together, even if the existence of some means of coercion
is similarly implied.34 A link between class, chorality and genre along such lines would seem
plausible, as tragedy must have had a distinct appeal to aristocrats. Against the backdrop that
tragic choruses, as opposed to their comic counterparts, would regularly be staffed by members
of the upper class, the passage takes on the sort of colouring one would expect from Aristophanic
rhetoric, which is suspiciously eager to dispel any notion of inferiority, not just to rival comic
playwrights but, notably, to tragedy: it takes, of course, a playwright of Aristophanes' calibre to
recruit choreutai of a social standing which would, under normal circumstances, make partici-
pation in a comic chorus the less desirable option.35

If, as I am inclined to assume, dramatic chorality was broadly stratified in such a manner, this
would have interesting implications. Not only should the same apply to at least the adult dithy-
rambic choruses, if only because of their sheer size, but most of all, the contested issue of audi-
ence composition would be affected.36 For if all classes of Athenian citizens regularly partici-
pated in dramatic choruses, the case for assuming similarly stratified audiences would be
strengthened a fortiori, since the selection of those who performed is bound to have had an
impact on those who watched and vice versa. While I gravitate towards this view, I hasten to
add that the crucial point for the competence issue is not social composition but the very fact of
participation as a member of an amateur citizen-chorus. If, as seems fair to assume, those who
watched also performed and the other way round, this interface has significant effects on com-
petence-acquisition as spectator and performer, regardless of an individual's social standing.

To sum up: Athenian choral culture had significant demands for human resources built into
it. The annual requirement amounted to c. 1100 citizen-performers for dramatic and dithyram-
bic choruses at the Great Dionysia. There is good reason to believe that in democratic Athens,
as elsewhere, those who danced were those in power. They came, in other words, from all the
socio-economic strata which constituted the demos. That said, class-based recruitment patterns
may have been operative until the 420s at least, with tragic chorality maintaining a special appeal
to the upper class. These choreutai are likely to have been performing in front of audiences who
were at least as diverse as they were themselves. At the Great Dionysia this would mean trans-
local audiences who were diverse in terms of age, social status, places of origin and, perhaps,
gender.37 The interface between those who performed and those who watched must have been

34 On recruiting difficulties and known measures to (1998) 58-60. Both, by contrast with the argument made
counter them, see Wilson (2000a) 83. here, endorse an elite fifth-century audience.

35 Note in this context that in the Laws (816d3- 37 On the notorious issue of the presence or absence
817a 1) Plato envisages that, while comedy is essential for of women, see most succinctly Gould and Lewis (1988)
everyone in order to understand the serious, comic repre- 263-5 and Csapo and Slater (1995) 286-7. Fuller discus-
sentation is the preserve of slaves and paid foreigners sions are (in favour of their presence) Dover (1972) 16-
(^evoi euuiaGoi). 17; Podlecki (1990); Henderson (1991); Sourvinou-

36 The best discussions of this important topic are Inwood (2003) 177-84); against their presence: Goldhill
Sommerstein( 1997) 64-72 and (1998), as well as Bowie (1994); MacDowell (1995) 14-15. Levy (1976) 104
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considerable. Regardless of whether traditional estimates of the seating capacity of the theatre
of Dionysus have to be revised from c. 15,000 to c. 7000 or even less,38 the percentage of those
Athenian spectators at the Great Dionysia who had, at one point or another in their lives, been
performing in that very orchestra themselves as members of a dramatic or, more likely, dithy-
rambic chorus must have been considerable. Therefore, as much as the spectators may have dif-
fered in terms of their educational and social background, a substantial portion of them would be
united through the theatrical experience of having performed in the theatre of Dionysus them-
selves. Many metics and foreigners will have acquired similar choral expertise in different con-
texts. It is crucial to draw attention at this point to the other opportunities for watching and per-
forming that existed not just in the city (the Lenaean festival and, for dithyramb, the Thargelia)
but most notably, at the many deme-festivals which would include dramatic competitions.39 This
phenomenon is all the more important for questions of competence because participation in cho-
ruses at deme-festivals is likely to have been restricted to members of the deme.40 The central
role of chorality in Attic drama is not solely a conceptual one but a significant part of the lives
of those who would watch and perform both in Athens and throughout Attica.41

There is reason to place so much emphasis on this one specific type of theatrical experience:
it makes a difference. As anyone who has ever acted himself or herself will confirm, this expe-
rience fundamentally shapes how theatre is viewed, perceived and, eventually, evaluated as a
spectator. What this means in the ancient theatre can be described more precisely. Performing
in the orchestra provides a feel for the dimensions of the spectators' area and the enormous
distances in the acting area; for the dynamics of actor-audience interaction and the difficulties
of winning and sustaining the interest of large audiences. Naturally, dithyramb and drama
provide significantly different levels of theatrical competence. A performer of dithyramb does
not experience the difficulties of singing and moving while wearing a mask, even though certain
mimetic skills akin to those used in drama may have featured occasionally in dithyramb.42 Nor
are there any props which have to be moved around and presented to the audience. Nevertheless,
performing dithyramb or drama requires a series of other important theatrical skills: group dance
in the huge orchestra, co-ordinated sung delivery of proverbially difficult texts,43 an awareness
and some understanding of structural patterns which the chorus are involved in either as a whole
or through their leader (antistrophic or triadic structures in dithyramb and tragedy, epirrhematic
structures in comedy); and a familiarity with the tonality and harmonic structures of the music
prevalent in both dithyramb and drama.

This is a considerable degree of theatrical competence, shared by a significant portion of the
audience members at any competition. It has implications for the playwright and everyone
involved in the performance. The more competent audiences are, the more demanding they tend
to be, particularly with regard to those areas in which they share a certain amount of expertise.
It does not come as a surprise, then, to hear of ancient audiences heavily penalizing mistakes of
a sort which a contemporary Western audience may be benign enough to disregard as technical
blunders. Hegelochus, to quote a blatant example, acquired remarkable notoriety in comedy by

regards Lys. 1050-1 as an audience address directed at the mythological and, broadly, intertextual aspects of the-
women playgoers, but see Henderson (1987) 191. atrical competence: performances of drama and epic can

3 8 Dawson (1997); Goette in Csapo (forthcoming). indeed be said to feed off each other. On ephebic service
3 9 Csapo and Slater (1995) 121-38; Csapo (2004b) and its implications for theatrical competence, see pp.

57-66. 114 and 119 below.
4 0 Thus Csapo (2004b) 60-1 on the basis o f / G 3 969 4 2 Bacchylides 18 and Philoxenos' Cyclops come to

from Anagyrus which lists tragic choreutai without mind; see Csapo (2004a) 215 and Sommerstein (2001)
patronymic and demotic. 156 with further literature.

4 1 Even if it was not theatrical in nature, attention 4 3 I on Aristophanes Birds 1392 quotes the proverb
must also be drawn in this context to the performance of 'you have less sense than even dithyrambs' (iced xcov
Homer at the Panathenaea, which is a significant part of 5i0v)pd|x(3cov v o w £%z% eA.dxxova).
Athenian song-culture and has particular implications for
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mispronouncing a single line of Euripides' Orestes (279: EK lcuudicov yap ou)9iq ax> ya^riv' 6pa>)
in such a way that the audience understood ^akr\v ('weasel') instead of yaA.r|vd ('calm sea').44

What made the event so memorable and the ensuing ridicule so scathing and persistent?
Audiences with the set of competence skills that the Athenian ones possessed not only instantly
spot this sort of technical mistake, they also tend to be merciless in their judgement: this mistake
ought not to happen in a contest, particularly not to the leading actor.

The second train of thought I wish to pursue is even simpler than the preceding one, and
involves the set-up of the Athenian dramatic festivals. By the end of the five-day Great Dionysia
a spectator who had attended all performances had been exposed to the pieces performed by
twenty dithyrambic choruses, to five (or perhaps three) comedies (see n.23 above), nine tragedies
and three satyr-plays. Beyond this, first-rate drama was accessible outside the Great Dionysia
and the Lenaea at the many deme-festivals.45 Foreigners who flocked into Athens for the Great
Dionysia would be able to see plays in their home-towns. Fifth-century drama is big business,
a growing entertainment industry of its own.

What sort of theatrical competence is acquired by merely being exposed to performed drama
for a substantial amount of time and with some frequency? Obviously, the concept 'expertise by
exposure' is a rather dubious one. One can, to introduce an analogy, listen to the 48 preludes and
fugues of Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier many times in a row. Nevertheless, there will, sooner
rather than later, be a limit to the depth of understanding, which can be overcome only by study-
ing the score, seeking historical and musical background information and so forth. But to dwell
on this analogy for a short while: what sort of expertise is acquired by a listener without any spe-
cific musical background, provided only that he or she listens with interest, curiosity and atten-
tiveness? Very early on, formal patterns will become apparent: the alternation of pieces of a
somewhat free structure with pieces of a more rigorous nature in which a principal melody is
played right at the start (i.e. the alternation between prelude and fugue); these principal melodies,
it will soon be evident, recur in every other piece and seem to have a somewhat special status:
they move in register and can be intertwined, shortened or lengthened; there is some recurrent
change of mood between one set of interlude plus principal-melody pieces and another (that is
the alternation of major and minor keys between consecutive sets of prelude and fugue); the lis-
tener will start to wonder how the principal-melody pieces and the interludes are related to one
another, and even if the listener does not arrive at the right solution (the regulated shifts in tonal-
ity), he or she will nevertheless be reasonably sure that there is a pattern. In sum: the attentive
listener will know quite a lot about the Well-Tempered Clavier and the structure of a fugue.

I have deliberately chosen this analogy. What makes it, I believe, particularly suited for my
purpose is the degree of formalism, the strict adherence to formal patterns in conjunction with
extensive variations within this form.46 It is remarkable to observe a similar formalism in Greek
drama, even if not quite on the same scale as in the Well-Tempered Clavier. Great variations in
tone, subject-matter, dramatic technique and characterization between the known playwrights
should not obscure the immense formal conservatism of Athenian drama. Among other things,
this finds its expression in the continued deployment of the chorus, and the ways in which its
sung interludes are used to structure, support, interpret and reflect on the delineation of the plot;
the use of eye-witness narratives and other stock-scenes and routines; the sequence of intruders
in the post-parabatic parts of a comedy; the emergence of genre-specific closures and so forth.

44 Exploited by Aristophanes (Frogs 303-4), sions. In addition, note Bremer (1976) and de Jong
Sannyrio (fr. 8) and Strattis (fir. 1 and 63); see Willink (1991) on messenger speeches; Duchemin (1968), Lloyd
(1986) 132. (1992) and Dubischar (2001) on the tragic agon;

45 Csapo (2004b) 57-66. Mastronarde (1979) 19-34 on proxemics; Hall (2002) on
46 The conventional structures of Greek drama are actor's monodies; Gelzer (1960) on the epirrhematic

well studied, with Taplin (1977) and the essays collected agon in comedy, and Hubbard (1991) on the parabasis.
in Jens (1971) providing the most wide-ranging discus-
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Developments and innovations happen within this framework of formal conservatism. Most
interestingly, the developments themselves do not necessarily lead away from formalism. In the
wake of the aesthetics of Romanticism, artistic development is often perceived as a 'dissolution'
of form. Clearly such tendencies existed, particularly in the music of late tragedy (astrophic
polymetrical songs). But note the sustained employment of highly formalized elements in both
tragedy and comedy: symmetrically arranged debates in Euripides or the persistent use of fixed
epirrhematic structures (parodos, agon and parabasis) in Aristophanes are cases in point. Frogs,
the last comedy of the fifth century we have, is remarkably conservative in its formal features,
with two choruses and an enormous epirrhematic agon at its centre.47

This startling formal conservatism of fifth-century drama has implications for the 'expertise
by exposure' argument. The viewer of Greek drama will soon notice structural patterns: the
importance of the chorus entry and its timing, for instance, which in the vast majority of cases
happens at a fairly standard point (between 200 and 300 lines into the script, so roughly 10-15
minutes into the performance); the regular change of passages spoken by actors and choral songs
in tragedy; the epirrhematic structures in comedy, particularly the importance of the parabatic
break. Through frequent exposure the viewer will acquire competence with regard to costume,
dance, acting style and delivery in tragedy and comedy and their genre-specific differences, how-
ever pronounced they may have been.48 For people who have active theatrical experiences of
their own - who have, to return to the original analogy, themselves played a prelude and a fugue
at some point - the 'expertise by exposure' effect is much amplified. Other, prima facie non-
theatrical activities, it must be added, can contribute to enhancing an individual's theatrical com-
petence: because of their inbuilt theatricality and affinity to drama, activities such as participa-
tion in ritual, being part of a symposium or being subject to military training (notably marching
in formation while singing) further refine the skill-set of the individual playgoer.

A discussion of 'expertise by exposure' would be incomplete without exploring the diachron-
ic dimension of the phenomenon: exposure changes in quantitative and qualitative terms in the
course of the fifth and fourth centuries, surely with (beneficial) consequences for theatrical com-
petence. Drama, never a minor fixture of Greek performance culture,49 becomes ever more
mobile and bigger business, culminating in the rise of migrant star performers who are active all
over the Greek cultural continuum.50 Athens may be a prime example of sharply increasing
demand for drama. For if the lower estimates of seating capacity for the fifth-century theatre that
have recently been suggested are correct (see n.38), this would imply that in the so-called
Lycurgan theatre, construction of which may have been begun as early as the 360s,51 seating
capacity was roughly doubled.

But it is not solely the case that more people watched drama. Tastes became more refined
and demanding. Csapo observes a change of acting style towards greater 'realism' starting in the
final quarter of the fifth century.52 This means a more nuanced use of sign systems (notably
voice, language and gesture) for the representation of age, gender, ethnicity and class. In as com-
petitive a theatrical environment as the Athenian one, such changes make sense only if there was
heightened sensitivity of, even demand for, more refined modes of theatrical representation on
the part of audiences. Similar inferences are to be drawn from the rise at around the same time
of 'New Music', with its greater harmonic and rhythmical complexity.53 It will be noted that

4 7 On the structure of the rival-play The Muses by 5 0 Taplin (1999) 34-43; Easterling (2002) 331-3;
Phrynichus, notably its court scene, see Harvey (2000) Wilson (2002) 48-9 (on the mobility of at//as-players).
100-3. 5 l Goe t te (1999) .

4 8 Halliwell (1990). 5 2 Csapo (2002).
4 9 Fundamental discussions of Greek performance 5 3 Csapo (1999/2000) and (2004a).

culture and the place of drama in it are Herington (1985)
as well as Goldhill and Osborne (1999).
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both phenomena, 'realism' and 'New Music', are strongly theatrical and performative rather than
narrowly textual. They appeal, in other words, precisely to the kinds of skill-sets that are par-
ticularly fostered and developed by frequent exposure to drama and by choral participation.

IV. IMPLICATIONS

Theatrical competence is an umbrella-notion for a complex set of sub-skills which are diverse in
nature (horizontal axis) and can be mastered to different degrees (vertical axis). The shared com-
petence of Athenian audiences, acquired through exposure to drama and enhanced by participa-
tion in dithyrambic or dramatic choruses, encompasses a strong sense of genre, in particular its
visual markers, movements, a sense of theatrical space, delivery, melody, rhythm and funda-
mental structural markers such as epirrhematic or triadic modes of composition. This is what
fifth-century playwrights can, and do, take for granted when subjecting their offerings to the
evaluative power of diverse audiences (with elite and non-elite members) in competitive per-
formance contexts.

Beyond this shared competence, making sense of drama is a process that is both stratified and
highly individualized. The double-act of appealing to all while sustaining an individual's inter-
est by means of activating and challenging the personal level of competence lies at the heart of
successfully competing at the dramatic festivals.54 In this final section I wish to explore the
rationale and the dynamics of this double-act by looking at cross-generic play (which is based
on incongruency and de-familiarization) and parabatic inter-textuality. I will conclude by dis-
cussing the most famous passage to do with audience competence in extant Greek drama. All
three case studies chosen relate to comedy. Since this genre is most overt in signalling theatri-
cality and intertexts, it is the best indicator of the questions at stake, although the observations
made of course apply to playgoing in general and exposure to all genres.

Thesmophoriazusae is a particularly rewarding test case.55 In its rich paratragic referentiali-
ty it may strike the modern interpreter, initially, as complex to an almost overwhelming degree,
presupposing a universally competent audience in order to make sense. My fundamental point,
however, is that this comedy is highly complex and sophisticated - and that it is not. The play
works on many registers and is designed for stratified decoding by a diversified audience. It
encapsulates, in an exemplary manner, what I earlier called the 'paradox of theatrical communi-
cation', applied to the competitive situation in Athens: while lending itself to analysis by the con-
noisseur, Thesmophoriazusae remains interesting, gripping and, most importantly, funny at
lower levels of decoding. It has to, like every product of the fifth-century drama industry, for
otherwise its very competitiveness in the market-place would be in danger.

Was it possible to miss the play's connectivity with Euripidean tragedy - the Telephus,
Palamedes, Helen and Andromeda? Yes and no, because familiarity with these plays is invoked
in different ways. The connection is hammered home for three of the four tragedies, at 769-70
(rcopov EK toti nataxuriSoix;), 850 (xf|v Kcavf|v 'EAivnv) and 1012/1060-1 (cm 8ei (a,e yiyveaO'
'AvSpouiSav [cued by the brief appearance of Euripides-Perseus]/f|7tep nipvmv ev xcp8e xavxGt
%cop(cp Eijpi7i{8n mmr] ^•uvnYtovi^oirnv). It is worth pointing out the comparative novelty of

54 At the high end, were the judges 'models of compe- 55 Two plays the loss of which is sorely to be
tence'? Quite possibly so, even though it is impossible to deplored in this context are Aristophanes' Gerytades
be certain. A number of judges were nominated by each (408?) with its reflections on tragedy, comedy and
tribe before the festival, and it would seem natural that dithyramb, and the jewel of fifth-century comedy,
only those individuals would be put forward who were, or Cratinus' Pytine (423). The latter has been of major
were thought to be, particularly suited to the task. On the interest to scholars recently: Sidwell (1995), Rosen
selection procedure, see Marshall and Willigenburg (2004) (2000), Ruffell (2002) and Biles (2002).
91-2 and Csapo and Slater (1995) 157-8.
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these theatrical experiences, explicitly mentioned in the case of Helen (produced in 412,
together with the Andromeda, while the Palamedes dates back to 415). The strategy is evident-
ly designed to get as many people as possible on board at a level of decoding which presuppos-
es awareness of general plot-patterns and their de-familiarizing comic use.

This stratagem of outreach and inclusion by metatheatrical overtness and appeal to recent the-
atrical experience stands in sharp contrast to the handling of the Telephus (produced in 438),
which, as has been noted,56 is woven into the play's texture in fundamentally different ways. Not
only is there no explicit acknowledgement of the interface. More than that, the Telephus is
inscribed at a level which extends beyond the hostage-taking (689-764). Rather than being an
isolated episode, this signature-scene is but the culmination of cross-generic appropriation based
on structural affinity: an intruder adopts a disguise in order to infiltrate a hostile assembly. Such
plot-based appropriation, which comes with the Aristophanic addition of drag and cross-dress-
ing, makes the question of when the Telephus-yaro&y actually starts a blurred, even futile one.
Note further that the structural affinity becomes fully apparent only with the hindsight of the
hostage-taking scene which articulates a link that had been latently operative all along.

Two explanations, in principle, present themselves for this unflagged use, which is both struc-
tural and episodic in nature. One would be to assume that the Telephus is so much part of shared
theatrical culture that it can be treated as a 'given', like the use of genre-specific masks, language
or choreography. But attributing such a level of theatrical iconicity to any play, including a man-
ifestly popular one like the Telephus,51 seems highly problematic. Also note that in Acharnians
the (prominent) use of this Euripidean tragedy is clearly flagged (Ach. 430). To cope with the
apparent paradox that the most recent theatrical experiences are overtly signalled while the inte-
gration of a 27-year-old play is more subtle and varied, a different mode of explanation suggests
itself: inbuilt stratification. By choosing not to signal the Telephus connection Aristophanes
widens the range and variety of possible responses. 'Getting it' becomes more of a challenge,
hence a greater means of differentiation.

This does not mean that the three flagged instances of appropriation are straightforward to
such an extent as to preclude any variety in the level of engagement. The Helen and Andromeda
parodies both rely heavily on flattening Euripidean complexities. In the productions of the year
412, Euripides had indulged in his penchant for the ambiguous, obscure, unexpected, exotic,
pathetic and spectacular, articulating himself in an expressive theatrical language which resort-
ed to variety and contrast of costumes, deceitful disguise, spectacle and unusual aural effects.
For Euripides, of course, these are tools for creating dramatic meaning. Aristophanes, however,
isolates selected effects, thereby detaching them from the context within which they generate
theatrical meaning. A play on the mismatch of appearance and reality, otherness and the limits
of human intelligibility, Helen is dissected and transformed into a farce of swift recognition
(899-911) before an uncomprehending female guardian, followed by an aborted rescue-attempt.
In a similar vein, Euripides' spectacular echoing of Andromeda's voice - deployed to demon-
strate the isolation, fear and despair of the virgin who, betrayed by all, is chained to a rock await-
ing her doom - is deprived of its depth. By boldly materializing the stage effect and represent-
ing it as an old (1073) and comically uglified woman, Aristophanes trivializes it, exposing as
empty and flashy what in its proper dramatic context made a significant contribution towards
creating tragic pathos in the opening scene.

These are the sophisticated readings of the paratragic distortions. At the other end of the
spectrum, both parodies make sense even to a spectator who has only the vaguest notions of
Euripidean theatricality in general and the Andromeda- or Helen-stories in particular. The

56 Bowie (1993) 223-4; Austin and Olson (2004) " Taplin (1993) 37; Collard et al. (1995) 17-25;
lviii; see also Zeitlin (1996a) 387-99. Preiser (2000) 41-63.
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bottom line is having a sense of tragic intrusion, which presupposes an awareness of the key
visual and verbal markers of genre. The parodies are, in other words, completely lost on anyone
who fails to recognize that the comic Euripides visually and verbally adopts tragic identities
(with the comic identity continually shining through, so that the incongruity of Euripides trying
to look like Perseus and Echo is readily apparent58). It is no accident that the internal audiences,
Critylla and the Scythian archer, are precisely below this bottom line which debars them from
engaging at any level with the generic cross-over.59 Ignorant of the fact that their counterparts
increasingly model their comportment on tragedies, Critylla and the Scythian archer thus become
an anti-audience, the butt of laughter of spectators who are united in their recognition of the para-
tragic dimension while being diversified in their individual appreciation of its layers.

Appealing to theatrical competence and integrating the audience by letting them feel they are
'in the know' had featured earlier in Thesmophoriazusae during Agathon's appearance. Key
generic markers like costume and the ekkyklema are again pivotal, but what makes this scene
particularly interesting is the kind of theatrical expertise which is prominently invoked.
Launched as an innovator (52-62), Agathon is shown as composing a lyric duet between a cho-
rus of maidens and their chorus leader. A celebratory hymn, the setting of which is most likely
to be immediately after the Achaeans' supposedly final departure from Troy, the song of the
deceived chorus and their false sense of joy and liberation are 'not a happy omen for Euripides'
great plan'.60 Its astrophic metrical structure, consisting of a mix of ionic, choriambic and
trochaic rhythms, is evidently designed to parody the antics of the 'New Music', even if the pre-
cise nature of this parody is impossible to determine for lack of suitable evidence, in particular
from Agathon himself.61 The theatrical pitch, however, is clear: chorality and the nature of the
'New Music' are the two areas in which expertise is presupposed in order to make the parody
intelligible. Both are, of course, precisely those fields in which, as has been argued here, the
degree of shared competence among a contemporary Athenian audience was particularly high.
The polarization and ideological rifts which the 'New Music' gave rise to at a time when the elite
was fearing for its dominance in cultural politics and beyond62 should not obscure the fact that
the 'New Music' was not at all on the fringe but a well-known and widely practised theatrical
phenomenon. Those audiences that in the wake of comedy's cultural conservatism were made
to laugh at vitriolic presentations of Cinesias and Phrynis (in Aristophanes' Birds and Eupolis'
Demes respectively) are the same audiences that regularly witnessed this type of music in drama
and dithyramb, helped to award prizes to its composers, or performed it themselves. While aes-
thetic and ideological responses surely differed on an individual basis, the spectators' level of
alertness to the technicalities of this music as well as the politics surrounding its alleged 'new-
ness' (greatly exaggerated, it seems, by its anxious critics) must have been considerable. This
widely shared ability to relate on all levels turns the Agathon-scene into a showcase of how
sophisticated a theatre is possible in an environment informed by frequent exposure and broad
participation of this particular type.

58 Euripides is wearing a 'portrait' mask with carica- portrait-sculptures. Euripides is also said to have had
ture features. He is grey-haired and wearing a beard moles on his face (Frogs 1246-7, Vita 1.12 Kovacs:
(190), as is confirmed by the Vita 1.12 Kovacs and the (tkiytio) ejil vf\q 6\|/ecoc, cpocKoix; eaxt|Kevcu; but not on
portraits of Euripides (Richter (1965) 1.133-40). For his the portrait-sculptures) which seem to have been con-
female roles, then, the beard either had to be concealed or spicuous and could be represented effectively on a mask,
removed, the latter necessitating an off-stage change of as was apparently done in Frogs.
mask. But even so, there would remain features which 59 This point is forcefully made for the Scythian
could let the Euripides-identity shine through persistent- archer by Hall (1989).
ly: parts of the clothing, the mere colour of the male 60 Austin and Olson (2004) on 101-29.
mask, which is normally dark red as opposed to the white 61 Parker (1997) 398-405; Austin and Olson (2004)
of female masks (Stone (1981) 22-7), and the grey hair 88-9.
with its conspicuous length and wildness as shown on the 62 These dynamics are explored by Csapo (2004a).
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Parabatic inter-textuality, my second focus, is tantamount to competence-activation at a high
level. The demands made on audiences during these periods of self-advertisement, product-
placement and metatheatrical reflections can be significant ones, presupposing knowledge of
stock-scenes, rival playwrights and their plays, as well as the oeuvre of the poet himself. In this
environment of genre-specific self-marketing, Aristophanes, when composing a new parabasis
for the revised version of Clouds, probably had no choice but to acknowledge his defeat in the
competition of 423 and present his own views on it rather than bypass the issue in silence, cer-
tainly if (as seems likely) he was envisaging a re-performance in Athens: his experienced audi-
ence simply would not be fooled. Establishing audience rapport, in other words, becomes even
more subject to continuous renegotiation. Ruffell is surely correct to assume that inter-textuali-
ty of such complexity 'is predicated upon, indeed constructs, an intimacy and continuity between
poet, performers and audience', generating an atmosphere which is informed by a 'dynamic
where both the repetition and innovation have aesthetic value and add to the poet's reputation,
as well as the audience's enjoyment'.63 The existence, nature and amount of comic inter-textu-
ality considerably strengthen the argument in favour of frequent exposure to drama and the type
of competence thus acquired. This is because the politics of self-positioning only make sense if
conceived and articulated with a receptive spectator in mind who is capable of locating a plot,
scene or individual joke within a nexus that encompasses genres (comedy, tragedy, satyr-play
and dithyramb), play types, stock-scenes and the idiosyncrasies of individual playwrights -
precisely the skills acquired by frequent exposure, also bearing in mind that the inter-textual
parabasis is not confined to Aristophanes but a widespread characteristic of the genre.64

It is, however, not a surprise that parabatic inter-textuality, like other forms of inter-textuali-
ty (including paratragedy), comes with inbuilt stratification as well as mechanisms which help
prevent the worst-case scenario of losing a whole audience or a significant part of it. The most
important of these is the simple fact that the parabasis is a somewhat detached and self-contained
entity, the preserve of the choral voice, and a significant caesura (at least in the Aristophanic
manifestation of Old Comedy). A dramatic pause as much as a structural break, no plot (at least
in the preserved (Aristophanic) plays) is significantly affected by leaving out the parabasis.
Little comic effect rests on them, and unlike the beginning or ending of a comedy the parabasis
is not a 'make-or-break' situation for the competing playwright. During these parabatic 'time-
outs', a spectator can easily switch off temporarily without experiencing a sense of lasting exclu-
sion: there is always enough critical mass, so to speak, to keep the momentum high enough to
ensure the universal appeal of the play as a whole. Like paratragedy, parabatic inter-textuality
therefore manages to create 'win-win' situations for the playwright: providing appeal and chal-
lenge to the connoisseur without alienating someone who has only partial or even no grasp of the
issues at stake. Similar points apply to more complex forms of inter-textuality involving the
parabasis. If it is correct to assume that the plot of Cratinus' Pytine is a direct large-scale
response to the polemics launched against him by Aristophanes in the parabasis of Knights,65 this
does not undermine the play's comic effect on those spectators who are entirely unaware of the
connection. While the ingenious self-comedification within a domestic allegory gains subtlety,
originality and momentum if seen as a pointed response to Knights, Pytine (as far as we can tell)
retains most of its comic force for someone who is entirely ignorant of Knights as a formative
subtext.

My final remarks concern a passage which puts the competence issue most pressingly on the
agenda, although it tends to be approached from the related, though different, angle of audience

63 Ruffell (2002) 155 and 162. 65 Ruffell (2002) and Biles (2002). Hubbard (1991)
64 As is implied by Acharnians 628-9. 126-39 regards the parabasis of Wasps as linked to the

plots of both Knights and Clouds.
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literacy and the dissemination of books. This is the notorious antistrophe which is part of an
interlude that structures the agon of Frogs (1109-18):

ei 8e xouxo Kaxa(po(kia9ov, un. xiq duaGia npoar\
xolq Gecopivoiaiv, wq xd
Xenm un. Yvrovai Xeyovxoiv,
un.8ev oppcoSeixe xo\J0' aq OTJKEG' ouxco xcan' exev.
eaxpaxeuuevoi yap eioiv,
PifMiov x' E^MV eraoxot; uavGdvei xa 5e^id.
ai cp-uoeit; x' aXkwq Kpdxiaxou,
vvv 8e Kal 7iapn.K6vn.vxou.
UTISEV o\)v Seiarixov, dAAd
Ttdvx' ene^ixov, Gsaxcov y' OUVEX', (oq ovxcov oocpwv.

In case the two of you are afraid that there is some dullness among the spectators so that they do not
understand the subtleties as you speak, don't worry about this at all. For this is no longer so. They are
well-trained, each one of them holds a book in his hands and gets the refined stuff. Their pre-disposi-
tion is sturdy anyway, but now there is an added edge. So no reason to worry for the two of you: just
tackle everything, for as far as the spectators are concerned, they are sophisticated.

As always, the rhetoric of 'there is no problem whatsoever' strongly suggests that there is, has
been or might be one. This is corroborated by the seemingly inconspicuous 'for this is no longer
so' (ox; OX)KE8' o\kco xerox' e%ei). Grasping subtleties of dramatic discourse, the choral voice
admits, is a competence that takes time to acquire. Of greater significance, however, is the fact
that this sort of collectively shared expertise is something that can be safely assumed, now at any
rate. Things, in other words, have changed -for the better. This is a remarkable statement from
a playwright whose all-pervasive scepticism about the present is matched only by his idealiza-
tion of the past, in accordance with a presumably genre-typical perception of an Athens in steady
decline (and hence in need of comedy's advice). In an age of war, bad leadership and all-perva-
sive deterioration of a city in urgent need of her poet-saviour (the comic 'Aeschylus', and with
him comedy in all its glory), could there possibly be anything that has become not worse but bet-
ter? Self-advertisement, it may be argued, is what underlies this peculiar rhetoric of ameliora-
tion which culminates, implicitly, with the advent of Aristophanes on the theatre scene. Thus, a
naive and unsophisticated audience may be implied by the colourful phrasing of the parabasis of
Knights, where Cratinus is said to have 'flowed through stoneless plains' {Knights 527: 5id xa>v
d(peA,cbv 7ce8i(ov eppei) before he found his successor, and (alleged) superior, in Aristophanes.
To be sure, Aeschylus, according to the Euripides of Frogs, took over spectators from Phrynichus
who were 'raised dull' (Frogs 910: ... uropoix; ?IOC(3<BV rcapd <&pi)v{xcp xpacpevxaq). Dionysus
was 'stupid' (Frogs 917: r) .̂{9ioq) when taking delight in Aeschylean silences, and it was the
Euripidean introduction of domestic subjects that turned dumb theatregoers into competent
judges of the craft (Frogs 960-1: ^uveiSoxec; yap oinoi/ f|X,eyxov dv uot) xn,v xexvn,v). In keep-
ing with this, Cratinus' coinage of the unpleasant 'Euripidaristophanizing' (fr. 342, see p. 102
and n.9) may be construed as an ironic response to a type of drama that poses as particularly
novel and sophisticated.

But while it is true that Aristophanes, like the Euripides of Frogs, certainly regards his own
artistic presence as a boon and maps himself onto the history of his trade accordingly, the gist of
the passage in Frogs is a broader, less self-interested one. The well-trained audience is, after all,
a commodity to be shared by every competing playwright. In this context, the military metaphor
deployed (eoxpaxeuuevoi) is a particularly fitting one, since ephebic service must indeed have
contributed a great deal to the acquisition of widely shared skills that would feed into common
theatrical competence. Competence-acquisition of the theatrical sort, I submit, is of at least
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equal importance in this passage as the literacy-debate that the mention of the book (p\pAiov) in
the hand of every spectator has fuelled.66 The argument over whether and how much this par-
ticular remark is to be considered tongue-in-cheek is unlikely ever to cease, and one may corre-
spondingly wonder whether there is anything ironical about the claim of higher audience com-
petence in general. But the case for taking the mention of increased competence at face value is
a strong one. For, as has been argued earlier (at the end of section III, pp. 114-15), there is good
reason to believe that theatrical competence was indeed on the rise precisely at the turn of the
fifth to the fourth century. This corroborates the Aristophanic claim of the 'sharper edge' that
the audience 'now' have ( T O 8e m i 7iapnic6vr|VTai), which should refer to the immediate per-
formative context and the ways in which audience awareness is heightened, and competence
activated, during the actual theatrical event.

The encouragement appears to be needed, and the timing of these remarks is hardly fortu-
itous. Placed about halfway through the enormous agon and its aftermath (871-1481), these
remarks may be taken to function as a cheer-up of sorts. Also note that after this choral inter-
lude the agon becomes more technical in nature (touching on opening technique, music and
lyrics). The demands on audience competence in the agon are not small, even though, as usual,
stratified appreciation is inbuilt. But is there a chance of losing the audience, or at least of the
playwright fearing that this might be the case? When designing a play, it is vital to hit the right
pitch, not least in the sort of competitive situation in which Aristophanes and his rivals constantly
found themselves. Alertness to the sensitive issue of pitch and the danger of hyper-sophistica-
tion is most overtly expressed in the opening section of Wasps (64-6):

eotiv f|utv XoyiSiov yvcounv e%ov,
|iev CCUTCOV ox>xv 8e^ia)Tepov,

8e (poptiiefiq aocpcoxepov.

But we have a little story that is reasonable, not more sophisticated than you while being more refined
than low comedy.

While under-challenged audiences may lose interest, there is an even greater danger in being
over-challenging. As a rule of thumb, audiences of whatever description loathe being presented
with something which simply goes over their heads, notably so if such over-pitching persists for
a substantial period of time. Aristophanes, to be sure, did not lose his audience during the long
agon of Frogs: the play's success67 would seem to be sufficient evidence for an audience who
could follow, as a collective and for at least most of the time. But the need for flattering
reassurance half way through the agon remains notable. It appears to be informed by the play-
wright's sense that here, of all places, audience rapport is in need of being reaffirmed, as he
might be in danger of raising the bar too high and misgauging the nature of that vital yet
sensitive bottom level of shared theatrical expertise.

MARTIN REVERMANN

University of Toronto

66 Harris (1989) 87; Lowe (1993) 68-9; Dover (1993) shown by the 'Berlin Heracles' crater from Apulia, dated
34-5. to the second quarter of the fourth century, which is vir-

67 It was granted a re-performance at one of the big tually certain to relate to a re-performance of Frogs, see
Athenian festivals (Sommerstein (1993) 461-6 argues for Taplin (1993) 45-7.
the Lenaea of 404). The play's continued popularity is
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